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 Hypothesis: hypothesis is made up of two
words “hypo” and “thesis” , which mean less
than or less certain than a thesis . It is the
presumptive statement of a proposition or a
reasonable guess, based upon availablereasonable guess, based upon available
evidence, which the researcher seeks to prove
through his study .

 The hypothesis is precisely defined as a
tentative or working position suggested as a
solution to a problem.



 The importance of hypothesis is generally
recognized more in the studies which aim to
make predictions about some outcome. In
experimental research, the researcher is
interested in making predictions about theinterested in making predictions about the
outcome of the experiment or what the
results are expected to show and therefore
the role of hypothesis is considered to be of
utmost importance.



 Statistical hypothesis
 Research hypothesis
Statistical hypothesis: A Statistical hypothesis is

some assumption or statement, which may or
may not be true, about a population or
equivalently about the probability distributionequivalently about the probability distribution
characterizing a population, which we want to
test on the basis of evidence from a random
sample . If the hypothesis completely specifies
the population then it is known as simple
hypothesis , otherwise its known as composite
hypothesis.



 It’s a two action decision problem after the
experimental sample values have been
obtained the two actions being acceptance or
rejection of hypothesis under consideration.



A null hypothesis is a hypothesis of no difference
or a null hypothesis states that there is no
significant difference between the groups under
study e.g. Let us suppose that the two different
companies manufactured drugs for inducing sleep.
Drug A manufactured by company A and drug BDrug A manufactured by company A and drug B
manufactured by company B. Each company claims
that its drug is superior to other and it is desired to
test which is a superior drug .



To formulate a statistical hypothesis, let “x” be
a variable which denotes the additional hours
of sleep gained when drug A is given and “y” be
the variable which denote additional hours of
sleep gained when drug B is given . Here nullsleep gained when drug B is given . Here null
hypothesis would be that there is no difference
between the effect of two drugs.

i.e.
H0=µx (mean by drug A)=µy (mean by drug

B)



 This hypothesis states that there is a
significant difference between the groups
under study. In above example alternative
hypothesis could be

H1 : µx ≠ µy



 The chance that hypothesis may be go
otherwise. It is also called size of critical
region . Suppose we accept the null
hypothesis, but since we work on the basis of
samples ,it may not be 100% correct it may
be correct upto 95% and there is 5%be correct upto 95% and there is 5%
possibility that the statement may go
otherwise. This 95% region will be called
acceptance region and the 5% region is
statistically called level of significance which
is denoted by .05



There are two types of errors
 Type I error : The error of rejecting null

hypothesis (i.e. accepting H1 hypothesis)
when H0 is true

 Type II error : The error of accepting null Type II error : The error of accepting null
hypothesis when H0 is false



H0 is true H0 is false

Decision

Reject H0 CorrectType I
Error

Actual state of nature

Decision

Correct Type II
Error

Accept H0



 The major steps involved in solution of a
“testing of hypothesis” problem may be
outlined as follows:

1. Step 1- Set up a null and alternative
hypothesis: to test a hypothesis , we musthypothesis: to test a hypothesis , we must
first state the null hypothesis H0 and
alternative hypothesis H1.

2. Step 2- Selecting the level of significance: the
next step in hypothesis testing is selection of
“∝”, the level of significance . It establishes a
criterion for rejection or acceptance of null
hypothesis



 Step 3- Determining the test distribution to use:
the test statistics is the value used to determine
whether the null hypothesis should be rejected or
accepted. The choice of the appropriate statistical
test is based on the use of the appropriate
sampling distribution (the normal or any othersampling distribution (the normal or any other
distribution such as t-distribution)

 Step 4-Defining the rejection or critical region:
After stating the null and alternate hypothesis and
after selecting the level of significance and the type
of test statistics to be used, its now possible to
define the rejection region or critical region of the
sampling distribution.



 Step 5- Performing the statistical test: We are
now in a position to use our sample data and
perform the appropriate statistical test(Z,t, F,
ᵡ2)

 Step 6- Drawing statistical conclusion : After Step 6- Drawing statistical conclusion : After
performing the statistical test its possible to
determine whether the sample information
agrees reasonably well with the hypothesis
and to make an inference about the
population



 Test of Significance for Large Samples

 When Sample population is large
 When variance(S.D) of the parent population 

is Known



 Test of Significance for small Samples

 When parent population is exact or finite
 When variance(S.D) of the population is 

unknown



 Test of Significance for Variance ratio

F=

F=

Test of Significance based on Chi-SquareTest of Significance based on Chi-Square



 If Calculated value of test Statistics is > 
Tabulated value at 5% or 1% level of 
Significance, we reject our null hypothesis of 
non-significant difference.

 There is statistically a significant difference  There is statistically a significant difference 
among treatments. 



 Example:-A sample of 900 members has a mean of 3.4cms and s.d
2.61cms.Is the sample drawn from a large population of mean 3.25cms

 Soln:-
 Ho: The sample has been drawn from the popn with meanμ=3.25cms
 H1: μ#3.25cms
 Here X- =3.4,  n=900, μ=3.25, σ=2.61

 Z=

 Since tab Z=1.96 at 5% l.s, we accept our null hypothesis.



 Example: The mean weekly sales of soap bars in departmental stores 
was 146.3 bars per store. After an advertising campaign the mean 
weekly sales in 22 stores for a typical week increased to 153.7 and 
showed a (s.d) of 17.2.Was the advertising campaign successful ?.

 Soln:-
 Ho:-
 H1:-
 Here X- =153.7, s=17.2, n=22, tab t at 5%=2.07, at 1%=2.83
 μ=146.3μ=146.3

t=



Example:-A group of 5 plots treated with nitrogen at 20 kg/ha yielded 
42,39,48,60,and 41 kg whereas second group of 7 plots treated 
with  nitrogen at 40kg/ha, yielded 38,42,56,64,68,69 and 62kg.Can 
it be concluded that nitrogen at 40kg/ha increased the yield 
significantly.

Soln:  _    _
Ho:- X1=x2

_     _
H1:-X1#x2
x1- =46,   x2- =57, s2 =

S2 = 121.60

T=1.7
Tab t at 5% l.s at 10 d.f=1.81, we accept our null hypothesis.



 Paired t-test for difference of means.
 Example:- the two series are related series, the observations are paired. Paired t-test for 

difference of means are used. 
 Treatment A:- 130,125, 120,115, 110,120,115,120
 Treatment  B:- 145, 140, 140,135,130, 135,140,135

 Soln:=D:-15, 15,20,20,20,15,25,15  D=145,    D- =

D- =18.13

D2= 225,225,400,400,400,225,625,225= 2725

=96.87

=1.31
t =t = D- =18.13/1.31  =13.83 >t at 1% l.s at 7 d.f(3.50)

We reject null hypothesis.



 F-test

Example:-Pumpkins were grown under two experimental conditions. Two random samples 
of 11 and 9 pumpkins show the sample (s.d) of their weights 0.8 and 0.5 respectively. 
Assuming that wt. distributions are normal. Test the hypothesis that the true variances are 
equal.(F tab 0.05 (10,8)d.f=3.35)

 Soln:-
 H0:-
 H1:-

Here n1=11, n2=9, sx=0.8, sy=0.5
F=sx2 /sy2

Sx2 =(n1/n1-1) sx2

Sy2 = (n2/n2-1) sy2  ,

Sx2= (11/10)* (0.8)2 =0.704
Sy2= (9/8)*(0.5)2 = 0.281
F= 0.704/0.281= 2.50

F= we  accept our null hypothesis



 Chi-square test:-
 Example:-Test whether cardiac aliment of Smokers and Non-smokers differ 

significantly.(x2   
tab 0.05=3.38, tab 0.01=6.64)

 Cardiac ali No CA

 Smokers 350 205
 Non-smokers      250 195
 Soln:   Ho:- ,H1:-


 Car A         No        Total
 Smokers   350           205       555 Smokers   350           205       555
 Non          250           195       445
 Total         600          400       1000

 =4.84           (Significant at 1% l.s)
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